Supplementary information
The experimental data can be described in framework of a simple model taking into account the rates of energy transfer and radiative transitions of free, self-trapped and bound excitons and defects. We assume a negligible PL of free excitons, which mainly decay through the energy transfer to the self-trapped (r st ) and bound (r b ) excitons and defects (r d ), which decay radiatively. Solving the differential equations kinetic describing the excited states populations, we can obtain the PL intensities of free (I ex-f ), self-trapped (I ex-st ) and bound (I ex-b ) excitons and defects (I d ):
where A and B are constants that depend on the initial direct excited level populations and γ is the quantum yield of defect PL. We assign 
The fit of the experimental series with Equations (S1-5) and (S1-6) is shown in Figure   S1 -1 and provides the activation energy of the exciton quenching ∆E≈30 meV (T=350 K) and γ~50%. The PL emissions perfectly correlate, which evidences the energy transfer from free excitons to
Si defects:
A non-negligible population of
Si takes place after the excitation above the band gap hν>E g =5.05 eV (e.g. hν=5.23 eV in Figure S1 -1), which is due to the CB electrons attraction to neutral silicon defects:
In a similar way, according to our observations, CB electrons can be attached to neutral nitrogen defects to form nitrogen anion radicals where e, µ e , µ h , ε, a are respectively electron charge, electron and hole mobilities, dielectric constant and electron-hole pair distance. 
